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Uniting surgery and research  

Royal Prince Alfred Hospital’s Professor 

Michael Solomon believes that most 

surgeons could also be excellent 

researchers but just don’t know where to 

start.  

To show them the way and enhance the 

hospital’s surgical research culture, the 

Royal Prince Alfred Institute of Academic 

Surgery was established 12 months ago 

and will be officially launched tomorrow 

night. 

As Chair of the institute, Professor Solomon 

said the aim was to develop all aspects of surgery across the RPA campus. 

“What we’re trying to do is change practice appropriately, teach that change in practice so that the 

turnover of new ideas is not 20 years it’s five years,” Professor Solomon said.  

The Chief Executive of Sydney Local Health District, Dr Teresa Anderson, said this was Australia’s 

first hospital based institute focusing solely on academic surgery.  

“With surgical care provided to more than 20,000 patients each year through the efforts of more 

than 1200 dedicated surgical staff, RPA is ideally placed to lead innovation in surgical practice and 

patient care,” Dr Anderson said.  

“I am very proud to say that the Institute is already generating significant momentum and support 

across the discipline of surgery – and across the Campus.” 

The Vice-Chair of the institute, Professor Paul Bannon, said it would become a flagship for a new 

model of surgical research.  

“It won’t just be focusing on how to spend more dollars on research, it will be focusing on how to 

teach better and measuring the outcomes,” Professor Bannon said.  

Executive Director Katie McBride said the role of the institute was to provide a one-stop-shop for 

surgical departments and surgical clinicians to come to.  

“One of the key issues that staff talk about in their difficulty doing research is that they don’t have 

enough time so in the institute we’re looking at new models where they will have a day a week or 

even half a day to do their research,” Ms McBride said.  

The institute will soon launch a new website, which will focus on key areas such as academic career 

development, patient care, research and education, and profiles on each of the 17 surgical 

departments at RPA detailing the members of their team, current research themes and educational 

events. 


